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NRC RAI 5.2-20

SR V set point drift and seat leakage are generic problems. Describe specific design features of
the ESBWR SR Vs. Compare the relative performance of ESBWR SRVs and SR Vs currently
installed in operating reactors. Provide a detailed description of any improvements between
ESBWR SR V designs and presently operating plant SR Vs in the areas of seat-leakage, set-point
drift, and actuator reliability.

GE Response

The detailed design and selection of the ESBWR SRVs have not been finalized. Lessons learned
from valves installed in current operating BWRs will be considered during the selection phase of
the ESBWR SRVs. Historically, set point drift has been a concern with pilot operated valves.
However, this concern has not been a problem with a direct acting type valve, which is in use in
many of the more recent design BWRs. Seat leakage has been a concern with some direct acting
valves. However, valve suppliers have continued to evaluate and incorporate design
modifications pertaining to seat and disc geometry and materials to reduce seat leakage. GE will
evaluate potential valve suppliers during the selection phase with an emphasis on optimum
performance in the areas of set point drift, actuator reliability and seat leakage. Selection of a
direct acting SRV for ESBWR is the most likely choice and provides an improvement over
SRVs in current operating BWRs, which use 18 SRVs that are capable of remote actuation. The
ESBWR design has reduced the number of SRVs that are capable of remote actuation from 18 to
10 because fewer SRVs are needed for depressurization because of the addition of the DPVs.
This reduces the chance of inadvertent actuation and subsequent seat leakage. The remainder of
the SRVs in the ESBWR are designed for safety mode only and are not capable of remote
actuation. Both groups of valves are designed with nameplate set pressures that are higher than
the set pressure of SRVs in current operating BWRs. This produces a higher simmer margin and
makes it less likely that there will be leakage through the SRV. DCD Section 5.2.2.2.2 will be
revised to clarify that only 10 SRVs are remote actuated from the control room.

The operability of the SRV when discharging water under low-pressure and high-pressure
conditions was addressed in response to RAI 5.2-16. Review of the occurrence under high-
pressure conditions showed that there was no water hammer, but there was a high initial SRV
discharge line loading when the SRV first opened. Subsequent investigation showed that there
were no adverse effects on the SRV and its associated piping. Therefore, water hammer is not
expected to be a problem with the ESBWR
SRVs.
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NRC RAI 5.2-20 S01:

In response to RAI 5.2-20 provided in MFN 06-178 (June 16, 2006), GE stated that the detailed
design and selection of the ESBWR safety/relief valves (SRVs) have not been finalized. In
response to RAI 5.2-22 in MFN 06-178, GE states that a purchase specification, which uses the
GE Environmental Qualification experience base, will be prepared for the SR Vs. The SR Vs will
be subject to the Environmental and Dynamic Qualification program. The NRC staff is
requesting that GE specify its acceptance criteria for the design and qualification of the SR Vs to
be used in the ESBWR, including appropriate ITAACs. While reviewing DCD 5.2.2, I found out
that GE included ASME NB- 7520, Pilot operated pressure relief valves and NB- 7540 Pilot
operated pressure relief valves with auxiliary device. In response to our RAI 5.2-20, GE told us
that the pilot operated SR Vs had lot ofproblems and they implied that they will be using only
direct acting SR Vs. Then why GE is including NB- 7520 AND 7540? I see a contradiction .... "

GE Response:

To address the supplemental request, it is beneficial to address the last item first. ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code Section III, Subsubarticle NB-7540, "Safety Valves and Pilot
Operated Pressure Relief Valves With Auxiliary Actuating Devices," applies to the safety relief
valve (SRV) design used in current GE designed Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)
units that are operating or under construction, and that also serve as a reference for the ESBWR
design. That is, these SRVs are direct-acting spring-closed safety valves with external pneumatic
actuating mechanisms for performing auxiliary pressure relief functions. ASME B&PV Code
Section III, Subsubarticle NB-75 10, "Safety, Safety Relief and Relief Valves," are the rules
applicable to the overpressure protection system valves, and particularly to the ESBWR safety
valves (SVs) that provide additional overpressure protection capacity as described in DCD Tier
2, Subsection 5.2.2. ASME B&PV Code Section III, Subsubarticle NB-7520, "Pilot Operated
Pressure Relief Valves," are the applicable rules for an alternative SRV design, using a small
mechanical SV as a pilot mechanism to control the actuation of the main valve that has a disk
operated by a fluid-driven piston.

There are a few possible configurations for pilot operated SRVs. Pilot operated SRVs may be
built with steam under the main disk seat that isolates the steam inlet, similar to the direct-acting
SRV, but with steam pressure applied to a larger piston surface to hold the valve shut in place of
a large spring. Alternately, pilot operated SRVs may be built with steam pressure over the main
disk to hold it closed and isolate the steam outlet, with steam pressure applied to both sides of an
actuating piston. Both of these configurations rely on pilot valve lift to exhaust steam so that it
depressurizes the piston steam chamber on the side holding the main disk closed to allow the
main disk to open. The third approach to pilot operated SRV design is a configuration with
pressure over the main disk that isolates the steam inlet, with no steam pressure on the disk
piston and the piston chamber normally evacuated with the pilot valve closed. The third pilot
operated SRV configuration operates by pilot valve lift to pressurize the piston chamber and
drive the main disk open.

The pilot operated SRV configuration in some previously licensed BWRs that has proven to be
less reliable than comparable plants with direct-acting SRVs uses a configuration with steam
pressure over the main disk isolating the valve outlet and a depressurize-to-open actuation
method. These earlier domestic BWR pilot operated SRVs are mostly of a single manufacturer
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and product design series. Direct extension of the experience with this SRV design to currently
offered design types, makes and models of pilot operated SRVs is not appropriate. Lessons
learned from the experience history with this SRV design are considered in the selection of
overpressure protection valves for the ESBWR. Thus, the ESBWR project continues to evaluate
potential suppliers and models of valves to serve each the ESBWR SRV functions and ESBWR
SV function.

Both this request and RAI 5.2-22 ask "that GE specify its acceptance criteria for the design and
qualification of the SRVs to be used in the ESBWR" and the Inspections, Test, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) applicable to these valves. As noted in the previous reply to RAI
5.2-22, purchase specification(s) will be prepared for the ESBWR SRVs and SVs that invoke(s)
the necessary environmental qualification requirements. A specification has yet to be written, but
will use the cumulative experience available from previous GE BWR projects and programs
developed to address environmental qualification. As identified in DCD Tier 1, Subsection
1.2.2.1, equipment qualification of components is part of the ITAAC verifications for basic
configuration for systems. Correspondingly, DCD Tier 1, Table 2.1.2-2, Item 1, contains an
ITAAC to confirm the basis configuration for the Nuclear Boiler System. Therefore, this ITAAC
includes programmatic reviews of SRV design and environmental qualifications.
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NRC RAI 5.2-20 S02

E-mailfrom Shawn Williams:

GE's RAI response to supplemental RAIs 5.2-20 and 5.2-22, MFN 06-178, states that purchase
specification for the safety relief valves (SRVs) "has yet to be written." GE further explains that
the DCD, Tier 1, Revision 3, Table 2.1.2-2, Item 1, contains an ITAAC to confirm the basic
configuration for the Nuclear Boiler System (NBS) and that inspections shall be conducted with
the acceptance criteria that "the as-built NBS conforms to the basic configuration as defined in
Subsection 2.1.2." GE's position is that this ITAAC includes programmatic reviews of the SRV
design and environmental qualifications, which meets the intent of the supplemental RAI for
which staff requested that "GE specify its acceptance criteria for the design and qualification of
the SRVs to be used in the ESBWR, including appropriate ITAA Cs."

DCD, Tier 1, Revision 3, Section 1.2.2.1 (4), "Verifications for Basic Configuration for Systems,"
states that the basic configuration ITAAC includes "Tests or type tests of active safety-related
valves identified in the Design Description to demonstrate that the valves are qualified to
perform their safety-related functions under design basis differential pressure, system pressure,
fluid temperature, ambient temperature, minimum voltage, and minimum and/or maximum stroke
times."

A. The referenced ITAAC is not sufficient. Revise the ITAAC table to include verification for the
SRV discharge capacity and setpoints to demonstrate that the as-built is consistent with the
assumptions of the safety analyses.

B. Include a COL Applicant or COL Holder Item to the DCD to ensure that operating
experience, for example, issues identified in Regulatory Issue Summary 00-012, "Resolution of
Generic Safety Issue B-55, 'Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves'," IE
Circular 79-18, "Proper Installation of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves," Bulletin 74-04,
"Malfunction of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves," and NUREG-0763, "Guidelines for
Confirmatory in-plant Tests of Safety Relieve Valve Discharges for BWR Plants" are addressed
when the SR Vs are procured.

C. Revise the DCD, Tier 1, Section 1.2.2.1 to expand the environmental qualification
verifications to include mechanical equipment such as seals and gaskets.

GEH Response

A. ITAACs that address verification of the SRV/SV discharge capacity and setpoints
were added to Table 2.1.2-3 in DCD Tier I Revision 4. Refer to the attached mark-
up of Table 2.1.2-3. The relevant sections are enclosed in boxes.

B. The selection of a specific valve design for the SRVs and SVs consider relevant
operating experience, including the documents referenced in the RAI. If there are
specific requirements related to installation, testing or maintenance of the valve
design selected to ensure reliability, those requirements are documented on drawings,
in procedures or in other appropriate documents. Therefore, no COL Applicant or
COL Holder actions are required. No change to the DCD will be made.
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C. DCD Tier 1, Revision 4, expands the environmental qualification verifications to
include mechanical equipment. Refer to the attached mark-up of DCD Tier 1,
Subsection 1.1.1. The relevant sections are enclosed in boxes.

DCD Impact

DCD Revision 4 incorporates comments A and C. No additional DCD changes are needed.
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NRC RAI 5.2-22

What provisions have been employed to ensure that valve and valve actuator specifications
include design requirements for operation under expected environmental conditions (i.e.
radiation, temperature, humidity, and vibration)?

GE Response

A purchase specification, which utilizes the extensive GE Environmental Qualification
experience base, will be prepared for the SRV. This specification defines the design and
qualification requirements for the SRV. The SRV will be subjected to Environmental and
Dynamic Qualification as defined in the purchase specification. The purchase specification will
define the environmental conditions such as radiation, temperature, pressure and humidity and
the seismic and dynamic conditions, which include the required response spectra. Also, the
purchase specification will define the requirements for the Environmental and Dynamic
Qualification Program, such as radiation aging, thermal aging, mechanical aging and vibration
testing.

NRC RAI 5.2-22 S01:

In response to RAI 5.2-20 provided in MFN 06-178 (June 16, 2006), GE stated that the detailed
design and selection of the ESBWR safety/relief valves (SRVs) have not been finalized. In
response to RAI 5.2-22 in MFN 06-178, GE states that a purchase specification, which uses the
GE Environmental Qualification experience base, will be prepared for the SRVs. The SRVs will
be subject to the Environmental and Dynamic Qualification program. The NRC staff is
requesting that GE specify its acceptance criteria for the design and qualification of the SRVs to
be used in the ESBWR, including appropriate ITAACs.

GE Response:

Response to this supplemental request is provided with the response to RAI 5.2-20 SO1 that
addresses the same issues.
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NRC RAI 5.2-22 S02

E-mailfrom Shawn Williams.

GE's RAI response to supplemental RAIs 5.2-20 and 5.2-22, MFN 06-178, states that purchase
specification for the safety relief valves (SR Vs) "has yet to be written." GE further explains that
the DCD, Tier 1, Revision 3, Table 2.1.2-2, Item 1, contains an ITAAC to confirm the basic
configuration for the Nuclear Boiler System (NBS) and that inspections shall be conducted with
the acceptance criteria that "the as-built NBS conforms to the basic configuration as defined in
Subsection 2.1.2." GE's position is that this ITAAC includes programmatic reviews of the SR V
design and environmental qualifications, which meets the intent of the supplemental RAI for
which staff requested that "GE specify its acceptance criteria for the design and qualification of
the SRVs to be used in the ESBWR, including appropriate ITAA Cs."

DCD, Tier 1, Revision 3, Section 1.2.2.1 (4), "Verifications for Basic Configuration for Systems,"
states that the basic configuration ITAAC includes "Tests or type tests of active safety-related
valves identified in the Design Description to demonstrate that the valves are qualified to
perform their safety-related functions under design basis differential pressure, system pressure,
fluid temperature, ambient temperature, minimum voltage, and minimum and/or maximum stroke
times."

A. The referenced ITAAC is not sufficient. Revise the ITAAC table to include verification for the
SRV discharge capacity and setpoints to demonstrate that the as-built is consistent with the
assumptions of the safety analyses.

B. Include a COL Applicant or COL Holder Item to the DCD to ensure that operating
experience, for example, issues identified in Regulatory Issue Summary 00-012, "Resolution of
Generic Safety Issue B-55, 'Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves'," IE
Circular 79-18, "Proper Installation of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves," Bulletin 74-04,
"Malfunction of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves," and NUREG-0763, "Guidelines for
Confirmatory in-plant Tests of Safety Relieve Valve Discharges for BWR Plants" are addressed
when the SR Vs are procured

C. Revise the DCD, Tier 1, Section 1.2.2.1 to expand the environmental qualification
verifications to include mechanical equipment such as seals and gaskets.

GEH Response

A. ITAACs that address verification of the SRV/SV discharge capacity and setpoints
were added to Table 2.1.2-3 in DCD Tier 1 Revision 4. Refer to the attached mark-
up of Table 2.1.2-3. The relevant sections are enclosed in boxes.

B. The selection of a specific valve design for the SRVs and SVs consider relevant
operating experience, including the documents referenced in the RAI. If there are
specific requirements related to installation, testing or maintenance of the valve
design selected to ensure reliability, those requirements are documented on drawings,
in procedures or in other appropriate documents. Therefore, no COL Applicant or
COL Holder actions are required. No change to the DCD will be made.
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C. DCD Tier 1, Revision 4, expands the environmental qualification verifications to
include mechanical equipment. Refer to the attached mark-up of DCD Tier 1,
Subsection 1.1.1. The relevant sections are enclosed in boxes.

DCD Impact

DCD Revision 4 incorporates comments A and C. No additional DCD changes are needed.
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Table 2.1.2-3

ITAAC For The Nuclear Boiler System

Design Commitmet Inspections, Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

15. The MSIVs are capable of ha closvig Tests of the as-built MSIV will be Report(s) document that test"
under design di~entiia 1p 1sit. flr d conducted uader preoperational rest demonstrat• MSNWs at capable of fast

ow. ande mperature conditions. conditions or type testing of an MSrV wil closme o not less thm 3 seconds and not
be conducted in accordance with the more thma 5 seconds.
design and purchase specifications to
demonstrate that the MSrVs will fast
close

16. When all MSIVs ar• closed by normal Tests atpreoperational conditi• along Report(s) document that, when 2al MSIVs
means. the combined leakage through with anaysis will be pertmaed n the as- are closd, the combined leakage through
the MSIVs for all four MSLs will be bu MSVs t determine the leakage as the MSIVs for all four MSLs is lessthan
less than or equal to the deun bases adjusted to the specified design or equal to a total combined leakage
assumption value. conditions. (corrected to standard conditions) of

-0.0623 ian'mite (-2.2 ftuminute) fo
- -- -- -Los ALO leakae.

17. The opening press=iefo:the SRVs Typet est (at a facility) or setponestwl Repoti(s) document doat •esr• rype testing
mechanical lift mode satses the be conducted in accordance with the verifies te mechanical lift nominal serpqomi
oIesue proteo aalyi. ASME Code to certify the valve. pesue of$.366+0.251 MPa guge (1213

_________________________~: _____________ 3639 psig).

Y r w -openi9aj enfld z vs, (,i se - -A za rys xa Wtau p sa a i ia ?stT Mgks) ~q a a vWv & IZZ ITw
ovepressure operatmi of s-ac•tu•d will be conducted in accordance with the cist and conclude that opening time for the
or mechanical lift mode) ftom wi the ASME Code to ensure that the valves SMVs for the ovessrew operation mode

essure exceeds the va-ve set presmure open within the design opening time. is less thmn or equal to 0.5 seconds.
to wten the valve is ftlly open sal be
less ta or equal to The design opening
trame.

"I-

I-

II
I
I

2.1-22
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Table 2.M"2-

ITAAC For The Nuclear Boiler System

Desly Conmes laspessims, Tests, Aulyses Acceptance Criteria

19. Tbe S dischlae capacity ofesch Type tea (at a ticifity) will be cooducted Report(s) documt that valve capacity
Sli satisfihes vet, osessure in accordance with lte ASLE Code for stamping an each SRV records the
protection analysis. riefvalve certfication. certified capacity at rated setpoint of 133

kg/s (304 Oxul/) miaumu.

20. The opening renure for the SVs Type tests (at a facility) or sepoint tests Repart(s) docuum it tdingm,3p twrning
sati-fies the awerreme protection wil be conducted in accordance with the iviese ndimical litnoimul se• mi
analysi. ASME Code to celi the valve. preaae do- _ + 0.255 MPa pg e (1233

21. Theopeningtimehotre SVsltoni Analysis and type tests (at a tes lity) Repa)r(s) dc tteand M
wh Use ite exceeds the valve set will be conducted in accocuc wih the est and tcoide tat opening time hr te
pres to wb t valve is W'y open ASME Code to ense that the valves Sits less than or equal to 0.5 secoeos
shall be less than or equal to Te design open within the design opening timn.

-em time._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

22. Themesidischarg capaiyofah Type tea (at a faility) will be conducted Report(s) document that valve capacity
Si sa• t Iovetpeseproection accordce with te ASME Code or staoping on each SV records the certified

d reief valve cutiflcadon. capacity at rated s-tpomt of 140.2 kg/s
______("3009 Jbini) ,

23. The relie-mode actuator (and Aty- An anaysis and/or type ts will be Test/analysis repot(s) conclude that t,
reated appurktooe) can open each pez• med to demonstae e capacity of rdic-node actwihooh. the capacity to ift
SIV withte d&ywilpmesre at design the rief-mode actuation fh each SRV. te SlVs t te hilW open posit one time
Put=. wih w drwtell prae at th ywel

2.1-23
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thi document provides the Tier 1 material of the ESBWR Design Control Documen (DCD).

1.1 DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1.1 Definitons
The definitions below apply to terms which may be used in the Design Descriptions and
associated Inspections, Tess, Analyses, and Acceptance Cterm (TAAC).
Acceptnce Criera means the perfonance, physical condition, or analysis results hr a
structue, sysmu, at component dot demonstra•t a desgn conntment is ment
Analysis mean a calculatwin mathematical computation, or engineering at technical evaluation.
Engieermg or technical evaluations could include, but are not hnited to, conarisons with
operating enence or design ofim a structues, systenak ao components.

As-buislt mean the physial properties of the structure, system or coupnent following the
completion of its installation or constuction activities at its final locaton at the plain site.

Cold shutdown meas a sae shatWdou with the average reac coolant temperamre _ 93.30C
(2OoF).
Containment means the Primary Containment System, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Design Commitment means that portio of the Design Description that is verified by ITAAC.

Dsig DescriptWo means that portion of he design itht is certified.
Division (for electrical systems or equipment) i the desigation applied to a given safety-related
system or set of components that is physically, electrically, and tbnctionally independent from
other redundant set of components.

Equipment Mdetificaden Number as used in Te 1 means tt designation an a Te I figure
and is not representative of an actual equipment number or tag number.

Equipment Qualification

For purposes of ITAAC:
Em exel Oa ,: Type tests, or type tests and/or analyses, of te safty-related
mechical c ta a electrical equiment demonstrate qualification to applicable
normal, a mal and de n bans accident conditions without loss of the safty-related
function for the time needed to perform the saty-reated hfuction. These hasl
enviromemial conditions, as applicable to the bounding design basis accides), are as
follows: expected bme-dependent temperatue and pressue profiles, hunidity, chemical
effts, radiation, ag•ig, submergence, and their synergistic effe~ts which have a significant
edct on equium t performance.
As used in the associated MTAAC, the tem "safty-elated electrical equipment- constrittes
the equipment ifte4 connected imt atio and controls, connected electsical
componts uch as cablg wiring, and terminations), and the lubrimants necessary to

1.1-1
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sUPpor perkfrae of the safety-rehld &ctow; of the saft-related electrical
so identified as being subject to fte tuviromeOa qualificatQ requiremets.

As wsed in this Ptarpph, "afty veied memi componeoW VefM to mechanica parts,
Sihassembliet ar assemblies that are 0*1e0fixd as Qualit Group A, B at C. Mechanial

MWaqnA qua1ication Also may be by type tests analYs Of a canbmWiai of tests and
anal-ie Of saida parts or subasoamblie or of complete assemblie ohra than by testin
The wdwu part or soa Uewbos •ad.

Safety-related equapumt located in a mild envrM n will be qualified for feeir
envir ental requirements 11rougt9 specifications and cafifcatios to te e ronments;
however, for a mild environmen only saft-related d&igal and control
e will be addressed by ITAAC in Tier 1, consistent with NRC guidance in NUREG-
8 Section 14.3. Additionally, EM susceptibility and emissons qujifation is

performed by type testing for the sadey-related digital and cot equip
and is noa speciically addressed im as TAAC. JIAAC address analyses of material data for
safety-related utchanica equipment located in a harsh emvionmeit
Sinskic Q flcefa: Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses of
the Seismic Category I mechanical and electrical equoipent (including connected
instrumentation and controls) may be used to demonstrate that the as-bwi equipment,
icluing associated anChorage, is qulfied to withstand design bass dynamic ds withou
loss of its safety-related faction.

funconal ArMugnst/Phylkal Arrangmrn• (for a Budn mean e arrangement of
the building features (e.g., foovr celg wall, basemat and dooways) and of the structmes,
syeMs. of coonents within, as specified in the bulding Design Descrphons.
Fna l Anmpnemt (for a System) means the plhyucal arrangement of systems and
components to provide die service fao which Ue system in intended, and which is described in
the system Desip Description.
Hu shutdown means a s* sudown with the avetage reactor coolant emperature > 21S.6AC
(4200).
Nof standby -eans a sbcritical or criical condition (1) with emal power (including decay
heat) _ 5% of rated, (2) in which reactor temperatwes and pressues are neam normal operating
conditions, and (3) ftm which nonnal power opermon can readiy be achieved.
Inspect or Inqscion me visual observations, physical eaminations, or review of records
based on viual observation or physical examination tt compare the aucane, system, or
component cOMditMo to Ot ore nuDesgn • EX inclde, but are n Humsted o,
walk-downs, COgatimon checks, measmaremens of dimesims, and non-desuctive
examinations.

IspW Io R*t&kvally of a display means to visually observe that te specified mirmation
appears on a monitor when summned by th operator.
Operate means the actuation, ontrol ning and/or shu-tn down (a.g., closig tm nng o
of eqipment.

1.1-2


